
   

 

 

I. Call to Order  

II. Opening Roll Call 

III. Approval of the Agenda 

IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 9th meeting on November 1st, 2016 (Sent via email) 

V. Guest Speakers 

a. President Mark Schlissel  

a. Thank you very much. I wish I could organize a meeting. How many people got to see 

President Barrack Obama today? We got notified 36 hours in advance. They managed to 

pull off an event to where 9,000 people were on the baseball field. I had the honor of 

greeting the President on his last day of campaigning. He will go down as one of our most 

historic Presidents which is important. The reason why Hilary Clinton was here in Grand 

Rapids is that there perception is that Michigan is up for grabs. Going to vote is not just 

important just because the election is not up in the air. One of the things we try to teach you 

is citizenship. The biggest obligation you have is to show up. Please show up and vote! It is 

important that we show the world that Michigan students can vote. I wanted to start by 

complimenting you on the “It Starts With Me” campaign. Regardless of whose idea is it is 

“Well done”. Many students are member of underrepresented groups. A threat to 

anybody’s place in society is a threat to all of us. The most effective thing to do to get rid 

of hateful speech is to counsel it ourselves. I can tell you from talking to many students 

who are effected personally from these messages, the best that you can do is show them 

that you care. WE can stand up for one another. At some point in time we will be targets of 

hateful things. Please do not hesitate to ask for help from me. There are a couple of other 

problems that I am trying to work on; the overuse of alcohol and sexual misconduct. My 

goal is not to stop students from drinking, but to keep them from drinking so much that it 

harmfully affects their lives. I had a student this weekend that fell off of a roof. The 

overuse of alcohol is a community and social thing. We got great credit in the New York 

Times. It will not change through rules and enforcement. It is similar with sexual 

misconduct. Treat each other with respect. We want to be vigilant at the level of the 

institution. That is how we will be successful. Affordability of school is expensive and 

keeps getting more expensive. How do we compete with these outstanding colleges around 

the world? Tuition was raised 3.9%. We are improving financial aid. This is our 

commitment. We try to keep ourselves accessible and affordable while being competitive. 

It is my hope that 40 to 50 years you get your pay back. The value of education will go up, 

and the value of your degree will be going up as well. Balance the pursuit of excellence. 

That’s where we are on this issue. The last thing I wanted to talk about is the bicentennial 

in January. We are doing a few special things at graduation. We have started a new award; 

Michigan Bicentennial Alumni Awards. There will be 20 awards given with 10 given at 

Winter commencement and the remaining 10 at Fall commencement. This award is geared 

towards young alumni who have continued doing those things that make us proud as a 

University. We ask that you nominate these people. We thought that what makes this award 
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special is that we are we make them younger. That can be you in 10 years. The other thing 

we will do is have famous speakers read portions of memorable speeches given on the 

campus of the University of Michigan. John F. Kennedy announced the Peace Corps on 

these stairs and Martin Luther King Jr. also spoke here. So I encourage you to look forward 

to and come to that. The nominations for this is up on my website. Other than that I am all 

ears. It has been a challenging year already. Stuff is going on all around the nation.  

 Q: Board of Regents.   

A: We have elected BOR. We have 8 Regents and they are nominated by the political 

parties and the terms overlapping. Every year 2 of the 8 usually get re-nominated. Larry 

Deitch has been in place for 24 years. He has been involved in hiring the last 4 

Presidents. The folks running against them are brand new. The budget, tuition, and 

renovations for the buildings are voted on.  

Q: (Pertaining to tuition)What happens to the international students who have difficulty 

with  finding financial aide.  

They get treated as Out of State students. They do benefit from merit based scholarships. 

About 5% of our undergrads are no U.S. citizens. We have received specific scholarship 

funds; recently receiving gifts from Asian alumni.  

Q: How do you find countries who are not as represented here at the University to reach 

out to have those citizens come to our campus.  

A: It’s all a matter of money. We have to raise or allocate the money to be able to connect 

to those countries and do that.  

Q: Are there any initiatives that is undertaking to ?  

We thought we had a pathway. We are continuously doing things to improve the quality 

of student life. The dorms have almost all been renovated within the last decade. As well 

as the rec building. The renovations to the Union to make this part of the building more 

functional are coming soon. A really important quality of life is student mental health. 

We increased the number of CAPS counseling this year. People seem to like numbers 

that end in 0. I do not think that will solve student mental health issues. Your age cohort 

is the target for depressive illness and other serious mental health diseases. We are 

struggling to keep up with demand. We try to have alcohol free programs.  

Extension of time for President Schlissel: second; approved for 15 minute extension.  

Q: What is being done to increase Black enrollment.  

We continue to recruit for students that are talented and willing to work hard. We do have 

programs focused in cities in Detroit, Ypsilanti, and Flint. We recruit very hard to get 

talented students to say yes to us. We are currently close to 5% of African Americans 

here at the University, but before Proposal 2 we were 8%. That is the frustrating thing for 



   

 

me. Many the of school systems do not make it easy to show all of their students’ talents; 

such as through the selection of Advance Placement classes. Some have limited access to 

assistance with the application process. 

Q: Follow up. There are a lot of student orgs that are involved with schools and programs 

that are reaching out to these high school students for similar reasons to help as best we 

can. Does the University know/recognize what we are doing?  

Dr. Ishop is responsible for the model improvements we have made. The things that you 

all are doing are the things that we are trying to do on institutional level. We get 

principals of schools schools all around the state who nominate students who qualify for 

federally reduced lunch. These students are notified and encouraged to apply to the 

university and can do so for free. We guarantee them a 4 year free tuition scholarship 

after being accepted.  

 

I do not necessarily agree It is good for a person to have to work a little bit. It have values 

to give some yourself. (Regarding making college free)  

 

Q: What is the biggest piece of advice for us as students.  

A: This is an opportunity that will be unique in your life. Take a fraction of what you do 

here and do it for enrichment and pleasure. Join student groups because you want to try it. 

Try to get to know new people. Purposefully break out of that your usual friend groups. 

That would be my chief advice.   

Invite me back sometimes. I am happy to help with the “It Starts With Me” Program if 

you find a place for me.  

VI. Old Business 

a. A.R. 6-016: A Resolution Urging the University of Michigan to Join the IIE Consortium 

for Higher Education Crisis 

i. Books Not Bombs 

1. National student-led campaign advocating for scholarships for Syrian students 

displaced by the conflict 

2. Advocate for scholarship and education college; chances they do not have at 

home 

3. Syrian war in its 5th year; not ending soon 

a. Currently largest humanitarian crisis of all time 

b. Students unable to go to school 

c. 39th bombing of school yesterday; fear of going to school 

4. 200k Students enrolled before war; trying to leave to other places 



   

 

5. Scholarships allow opportunity to complete education, to study here under safety 

and protection 

6. Can hopefully go back after the war to contribute to their society; or can help 

American society 

ii. Petition 

1. 1,038 Students in favor; over 20 student orgs 

a. Including students and faculty 

b. Michigan Refugee Assistance program, UNICEF, Human Rights for 

education, etc. 

iii. How does university fund scholarship? 

1. Case-by-case basis 

2. University devises its own plan of action; not set in stone by the IIE 

3. Can be funded by private donors 

4. Can include tuition wavers 

5. Not just for undergrads, but grads as well 

iv. Application process 

1. Syrian students will apply as any other international students 

2. Fulfill all necessary requirements 

3. Only receive scholarship after admission 

v. Sinan, Syrian Student 

1. Graduated with degree in Social Work from Salve Regina, RI 

2. Received scholarship from school as part of the consortium  

a. Full-tuition scholarship 

3. With his education as a social work student, he is then able to give back by 

working with refugees 

4. “Not their fault” with regards to any student feeling endangered in Syria 

vi. Why joined campaign? 

1. Other students should have the privilege we do to attend this great university 

2. Everybody deserves this basic human right of education 

vii. Questions 

1. In light of Schlissel’s words, would university use same standards in place for 

these students as international? 

a. No matter what, these students should apply. This is such a specific case 

given their refugee status; special circumstance necessitates special solution. 

2. Do you hope these scholarships will help non-Syrians, who went to Syrian 

schools? 

a. Unclear how many outside students have been studying in Syria. This 

scholarship is specifically for Syrians. 

3. Because of conflict, there are Iraqis affected as well. Should it include them as 

well? 

a. This addresses Syria. This was created by Syrian students here; very 

personal connection so they specifically targeted Syria. 

4. Statistics on college-aged students from Syria in this area? 



   

 

a. 175 families in the area 

b. Michigan Refugee Assistance program may have more info. 

5. It takes the spot of someone, what students will then get this spot? Who gets 

admitted and who does not? 

a. Case-by-case; a lot of people from Syria need to complete US certifications 

regardless of age. 

b. Necessary to recognize these people are coming from a war zone. This is a 

privilege and we could extend that privilege to these Syrian refugees. 

c. Remember why these students had to come to this country. 

6. Presuming it passes, what is the next step? What is the next step in joining the 

consortium?  

a. Continue advocating on behalf of campaign and education crisis. Hope to 

meet with administrators to take next steps to make this more of a real thing. 

Find out what are tangible steps we can take. 

b. Many resolutions are symbolic in nature showing the administration that we 

want action to be taken. If and when we pass this resolution, we then go to 

the administration and see what they can do. Implementation occurs only 

after we show support and we meet with administration. 

7. Average 3 students enrolled per year, according to the International Center; 

currently 5 students enrolled. Do you think this will this encourage more to apply? 

a. Those 5 likely have the luxury to apply to this university to begin with. This 

campaign/initiative is for those less privileged. We are advocating for those 

students who we believe would then apply. 

8. Have you reached out to financial aid yet? 

a. Not yet, would like to gather student support before going to the 

administration. 

viii. Proposed amendments: All friendly 

1. 2nd resolve clause: typo, instead of “as soon as” make it “with” 

2. 2nd to last and last resolve clause: add “The Assembly encourages that the 

university of Michigan will offer…” and “The assembly encourages upon joining 

the IIE Syrian Consortium for Higher Education…” 

3. Last Resolve clause: “schools, colleges, and divisions of the university” 

4. Last Resolve clause: take out “Office of Financial Aid” 

5. Whereas clause line #15: strike “will have access” and add “will enable” 

ix. 3rd Reads: No objections 

x. Voting Procedure: Passes. 21 in favor, 2 opposed, 6 abstaining 

1. No with rights: Craig Motola 

a. Not fair to those students who did study in Syria, but were not Syrian. As a 

resolution on equity, is not exactly equitable. 

2. Quorum call: we have quorum 

b. A.R. 6-017: A Resolution Calling for the Creation of a Constitutional Convention 

i. Additions made over the past week: key changes 

1. Student assembly elects the committee. 



   

 

2. If the $500 budget is not used in its totality, the remainder will be absolved in the 

summer assembly’s budget. 

ii. Expect executives, assembly, and judiciary to incorporate all viewpoints to the best of 

our ability. How we can best serve the student body. 

iii. Questions: None 

iv. 3rd reads: no objections 

v. Voting Procedure: Passes. 25 in favor, 1 opposed, 3 abstaining 

vi. No with rights: Alex Zeigler 

1. I liked the constitution when we wrote it earlier 

VII. Community Concerns 

a. None 

VIII. Executive Communications 

a. David Schafer 

i. Get out to vote. Very important in Michigan. 

ii. Disappointed with attendance. Ridiculous and unacceptable. You ran promising you 

would be accountable. How can you advance campaign promises if you are never 

here? Most work does not happen during meetings, but it is disgraceful. Check your 

fellow CSG assembly members. People see you, recognize you, and believe in your 

ability to make their campus lives better. Change is made by those who show up. 

Challenge the people with whom you serve. Therefore people don’t believe in CSG. 

Make us more evident beyond the election season. Challenge everyone to show up. 

b. Noah Betman 

i. Checkout commissions. They are doing great work and can help with any of your 

initiatives. People work within these commissions on many things they care about. 

1. Calendar is attached to every email from Tania. Containing every event open to 

the public, including commission meetings. 

ii. Cabinet: every Thursday at 6-7 PM with every chair from the commission meetings. 

1. Check out summary sheet for more info about what commissions have been 

doing. 

iii. Digital Innovation Greenhouse 

1. Serving as CSG DIG liaison 

2. Excited to create informal gathering and gain more feedback 

3. Big stuff in terms of backpacking, and more. 

c. Zena 

i. Many people wrote down concerns during Diag days. Use these for initiative ideas 

1. I can connect you to other assembly members who are interested 

d. Joe Shea 

i. Second edition of newsletter is up on CSG page. Share! 

ii. Intern sends out press blurbs, US, Michigan Daily, and quotes 

1. Let me know if you would like to receive such emails 

2. Keeps you plugged in 

IX. Report of the Speaker 

a. Tania 



   

 

i. No technology today; more efficient 

1. Please let me know if you have any strong opinions 

ii. Printing agendas 

1. Let me know ahead of time if you will be adding to the agenda 

iii. Theme meetings: next one jersey themed 

b. Joe 

i. Food Recovery org, meeting to discuss food waste. 

ii. Bathrooms: sign up with Joe to assist on this initiative 

X. Representative Reports 

a. None. 

XI. Committee Reports 

a. Rules Committee (Report Attached) 

i. Discussed Resolution just passed 

ii. Will be holding elections for constitutional convention stuff 

b. Finance Committee (Report Attached) 

i. I-Clicker Resolution 

1. Few other means to discuss 

2. Buying back from students, TBD 

ii. Green Books Resolution 

1. Coming back up next week 

2. $750 allotment for the Green Books 

iii. Constitutional Convention Resolution 

1. Possibility of creating a specified budget 

2. Now, the budget will just be used as needed and remainder will go back to 

Assembly funds 

3. Meeting TBD 

c. Communications Committee (Report Attached) 

d. Resolutions Committee (Report Attached) 

i. IIE Consortium 

ii. Expansion of wellness zones on North Campus and Happy Mondays 

1. Contact Sheema to help her with these 

XII. Election and Recall of Members 

a. Appointment of Alexi Sunani as ex-officio Inter-Cooperative Council Representative  

i. Looking at student housing and affordability 

ii. Anything urgent you’d like to see done? 

1. Make the ICC more well-known as a more affordable option 

iii. Is their space to host more students in co-ops? 

1. Not all the spaces are filled. There are available spaces. ICC currently has surplus 

and is looking to buy more houses. 

XIII. New Business 

a. A.R. 6-018: A Resolution for the University of Michigan to Divest from Socially 

Irresponsible Companies that Violate Palestinian Human Rights 

i. First reads 



   

 

ii. Devin Jones: SAFE came earlier 

iii. Doing what has been asked for for the past 14 years; divestment in CSG to then go 

onto the Board of Regents. 

iv. Targeting the endowment fund. 

v. Asking CSG to lift this to the board of regents; board of regents to create ad-hoc 

committee tasked to investigate the companies mentioned. 

vi. Ad-hoc committee will ultimately contact these companies about their human rights 

violations 

1. After year from contact, committee will advise divestment from said companies. 

vii. CSG does not have power to create ad-hoc committee, but rather can amplify student 

concerns. 

viii. Establish the precedent with the tobacco divestment along with the divestment from 

apartheid South Africa. 

ix. Questions:  

1. Not asking for supporting divestment from all Israeli companies, but just the 

companies that have committed violations? 

a. Worked in South Africa, Ad-hoc committee did not fully divest from South 

Africa right away. 

2. By multi-national, does it just have operations in Israel? 

a. Just operations, does not need to be based there. 

3. Are we supporting divestment just from specific companies mentioned? 

a. These are just examples of companies; all other companies can be 

considered. 

4. Where do you draw the line? Very open-ended to not name companies 

beforehand. 

a. Mentioned 4 companies; not every corporation that is part of the endowment 

will be looked at. 

5. Which international code are we looking at? 

a. The four Geneva conventions and UN are cited. 

6. Repeatedly come up, would you want to work with exec team and bring someone 

to explain investment and how it works in this situation? Nobody here is an expert 

in this arena. 

a. Cites the procurement services. Profit-based and managed by a third party. 

Difficult. 

7. Who has divested previously? 

a. 7 of 10 California schools, Loyola and U Chicago, Toronto 

b. Multiple nationwide and internationally 

8. This calls for divestment of endowment investments, does that include holdings 

on campus? 

a. Directly held public equities in the investment fund. 

9. Language-wise, be specific, has the board of regents passed this before? 

a. Some assemblies have passed it, but that does not mean the university has 

gone through with the divestment process. 



   

 

10. Widespread university support for tobacco divestment, do school-specific gov’ts 

and faculty support this? 

a. First focused on CSG, then branch out from there. 

11. Reaching out to Board of Regents potentially?  

a. Will do in future after passed here 

12. Is this calling for CSG to take a stance on BDS as an issue or to create an ad-hoc 

committee? Why return to complete divestment? 

a. All previous ones have called for ad-hoc committee targeting multi-national 

companies. 

b. Not just these companies but also Israel as it commits human rights 

violations. 

13. Line 37, do you have any info if University of Michigan does invest directly in 

these aircrafts? 

a. These are products put out by these companies. We are aiding these 

companies in making these products just by investing in the companies, 

themselves. 

14. Are you aware the US uses these aircrafts? Would it not undermine the US 

military? 

a. That would be a minor incidence of trickledown effect. Very much a 

symbolic gesture, not so much to make a big dent in their investments. 

15. What are we voting on; if we pass to regents, regents create ad-hoc committee, 

what if ad-hoc committee does not find these as committing human rights 

violations? 

a. We recommend to divest, but it is always up to them. 

16. Has there been any effect of employers not hiring from these institutions? 

a. No effect whatsoever. We are a great university and this will not affect any 

students’ desire to get a job. 

x. Comments to improve 

1. Including info on how this ad-hoc committee would be chosen 

a. Do regents or students appoint this? 

b. Will it be elected or appointed? How partisan such a committee would be? 

2. Have someone speak to the assembly 

3. 3rd page, state actual international law. International law alone is very vague 

4. In clause on first page 

a. Elaborate on the socially irresponsible committees 

b. Elaborate… 

5. Line 35 second page 

a. Specify what security systems 

6. Line 39 

a. Specify the pratt and whitney divisions 

7. Line 43 

a. Strike “people of conscience” 

b. Put line into quotations if a quote; draws a divide 



   

 

8. Line 7 3rd page 

a. Provide statistic about how this affects student on the campus if possible 

9. Line 10-12 3rd page 

a. 2015 divestment resolution, provide executive summary 

b. Focus on the needs of the 3 prongs have been met by the campus 

10. Line 17-18 3rd page 

a. Outreach to garner input from these bodies 

11. Line 21-25 3rd page 

a. “Bylaw” capitalized 

b. Quote is a mischaracterization 

12. Line 30 3rd page 

a. Expand upon directly 

13. Footnotes instead of endnotes 

14. Line 33-38 3rd page 

a. Rearrange or strike this clause 

b. Do not make recommendation of divestment before calling for the creation 

of the committee 

15. Line 42 3rd page 

a. Both board of regents and president; need both committees for legislation or 

merely providing this for a moments consideration 

16. Line 44-45 3rd page 

a. Strike or move to whereas 

17. Laws versus law; make sure the multiple laws are on there 

xi. Referred to resolutions 

XIV. Motions and Other Business 

a. None 

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. David 

i. Indian-American Student Association annual culture show with the dancers.  

ii. Call me if you want to talk about an initiative you are working on. Use exec team for 

resources whenever you need. 

b. Colton 

i. SOFC has 2 waves left, ending before thanksgiving. Any event, need to have an event, 

still lots of money to give out. 

c. Noah 

i. Cabinet and commissions 

d. Micah 

i. Keep publicizing the “It Starts with Me” campaign. Promoting inclusivity and ally 

hood 

ii. Associate dean mentioned campaign; discussing it at meeting on Wednesday. It is 

making a difference. Keep having orgs sign it 

e. Andy  



   

 

i. Be cognoscente tomorrow. Lots of events in the next 2 weeks dealing with the anger, 

disappointment, sadness over events as they go tomorrow. 

ii. Jersey day next week. Prize for best jersey. 

iii. Reminder: upcoming vote, if approached handle yourself in an ethical manner 

1. Passionate opinions, but keep it ethical. 

f. Trevis 

i. Make this as inclusive as possible 

ii. Questions could be demeaning sometimes 

iii. Some truth to the myth of CSG not being as inclusive. Being more demeaning than 

constructive 

g. Craig 

i. Educational based resolution 

ii. Differentials across GSIs 

1. What are the standards across the board? 

h. Alex 

i. Working on project for preventing date-rape 

ii. Looking for someone who works at a bar 

iii. Go vote 

i. Sammi 

i. Fixing the buses to North campuses-working with Katy 

ii. Need more buses especially during finals week 

iii. Fix it on weekends as well 

iv. Meet Thursdays at 7 pm 

j. Chris 

i. Friday is Veterans’ day 

ii. ROTC and university-wide events; awareness about what vets face 

iii. All events open to the public 

iv. Students on campus 

k. Sheema 

i. Annual benefit this Thursday, 5-8, all-you-can-eat for $5, in psych atrium 

ii. All proceeds going to clinic funded by UM students 

1. On border of Haiti and the Dominican 

iii. Performances to see as well 

iv. Taking card and venom 

l. Joe 

i. Recalls; close to recall so email and submit attendance 

ii. CSG Shabbat Friday at 7 PM at Katy Culver’s house 

m. Zena  

i. Take wristbands and pass them out 

n. Tania 

i. Scholarship for engineering student 

ii. Trying to auction off helmet to raise funds 

XVI. Closing Roll Call 



   

 

XVII. Adjournment 


